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The team
Five members of our team are represented today

Erik Andresen

SAP Offering Lead, 
Deloitte 

Amit Jha

SAP Supply Chain Lead, 
Deloitte 

Veronika Gulsett

SAP Supply Chain, 
Deloitte 

André Nilsen

EVP, 
InformatiQ

Anders Langøy

Manager Visual Supply, 
InformatiQ
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Agenda
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1 Presentation of Kinetic Offshore Logistics

2 Demonstration of two scenarios

? Questions

3 Wrap-up

? Clarifications

Why KOL?

What is KOL?

How is KOL set up?
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Why
It is a gap between best of breed technology and the solutions available and validated for offshore logistics in the energy 
sector

Challenges related to the system landscape for logistics processes in the 
upstream value chain:

• SAP Remote Logistics Management (RLM) is phasing out

• A fragmented solution landscape across business units

• Logistics personnel have different user interfaces for similar processes

• Cumbersome reversal processes of digital footprint when plans are changed
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What

logisti

• Demand
• Plan
• Order

• Warehousing
• Master data

• Packing
• Voyage Planning

• Manifest
• Track & Trace

• Receive
• Store

• Consume
• Return

We are combining the power of SAP with the flexibility of LogistiQ to create an integrated and user-friendly solution for 
offshore logistics – named Kinetic Offshore Logistics

Visibility across business units and all parties involved

Developed in close collaboration with the industry

Seamless information flow

Aligned with SAP and their roadmap for field logistics

Real time track and trace Auto cargo packages from vendor

The Kinetic Offshore Logistics Solution (KOL)
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What
The current scope is to design, document, build and test an offshore logistics solution for operations and maintenance, at 
the same time as design decisions have taken the full energy sector into consideration

6

Solution Scope

Kinetic Offshore Logistics (KOL) will, in prioritized order, cover:

1. Operation and Maintenance

• Order Fulfilment for Offshore

• Order Return from Offshore

• Rental Equipment for Offshore

Roadmap

The upcoming scope of KOL is to cover:

1. Drilling and Wells

2. Assembly and Installation of Windmills

3. Kitting process

4. Use of Field Logistics, so we are compliant with the SAP roadmap
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How
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End-users accessing both the SAP and LogistiQ apps through the Fiori Launchpad, while the data is flowing between the 
systems through SAP Integration Suite on SAP BTP

SAP Business 
Technology Platform

SAP Integration 
Suite

SAP API 

Management

SAP Event 

Mesh

SAP Build

SAP Build 

Process 

Automation

SAP Build 

Apps

SAP Analytics 

Cloud

EAM

MM

EWM

FL

SAP Modules

SAP Fiori Launchpad

Architecture of Kinetic Offshore Logistics
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Any clarifications?
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Demonstration
Scenario 1: Material stocked onshore is requested offshore (SP02 / SP12)
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Manually in SAP Automated in SAP for this demo1 Manually in LogistiQ

1Other steps can be automated based on company needs 

Track & trace report / dashboard

Need 
Offshore

Create STR 

iQpmt 
Equipment 

Planner 

Create 
WO

Create 
Manifest

Packing
Revise 

Manifest
Manifest Issue

Manifest 
Receipt

Convert STR to 
STO

Create OD

Create ODO
Create Picking 

WT
Confirm 

Picking WT Post GI Post GR

Release 
WO

Create 
Reservation

Stock 
Offshore?

Run MRP 
Offhore

Yes

No

Post GI 
Against WO

Material 
consumed

lo
g
is
ti
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Demonstration
Scenario 2: Equipment rented from supplier is requested offshore
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Need 
Offshore

Create PO 

iQpmt 
Equipment 

Planner 

Create 
WO / NW

Create 
Manifest

Packing
Revise 

Manifest
Manifest Issue

Manifest 
Receipt

Service Entry 
Proposal

Release 
WO / NW

Create PR

Post GR
Temp. 

warehouse

Temp. 
warehouse

Equipment 
consumed

Backload

Track & trace report / dashboard

Manually in SAP Automated in SAP for this demo1 Manually in LogistiQ

1Other steps can be automated based on company needs 
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Any questions?
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Wrap-up
Kinetic Offshore Logistics – An integrated and user-friendly solution for offshore logistics which combine the power of SAP 
with the flexibility of LogistiQ
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Any unanswered questions? Or do want a private session?

Register it through this form:

erandresen@deloitte.no ajha2@deloitte.no vegulsett@deloitte.no an@informatiq.no al@informatiq.no
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